A generalized bc-system associated to a Hermitian vector bundle over a Riemann surface is introduced in close analogy to the usual rank one case. Some of the geometric analogies to the well-known case are studied. In particular, if there are no zero-modes, the \nonabelian" theta divisor appears. In the general case where zero-modes exist, it seems to be more di cult to nd a natural description. It is discussed in detail why no such system exists in low genus, that is on the Riemann sphere and on elliptic curves.
I Introduction
The bc-system rst appeared in bosonic string theory as a gauge xing ghost system (see Ref. 1) . Its local structure was discussed in detail by Friedan, Martinec and Shenker 2 , providing a lot of local information about operator product expansions, currents and energy-momentum tensors. This local singularity structure (poles and zeros of correlation functions) was the starting point for Raina's rigorous (i.e. algebro-geometric) approach to correlation functions in Refs. 3-6. It is important to note that one considers in this approach not the quantum elds b; c themselves (which should be \operator valued sections" of certain line bundles), but their correlation functions inheriting the symmetries of the operators.
A remark of Raina (Remark 5.7 in Ref. 4 ) motivated the construction of a bc-system of higher rank; it seems that there is also some genuine physical interest in such a system, as Alvarez-Gaum e, Gomez and Reina announced a closer study of such a system at the end of Ref. 7 , which seems not to be published. Witten considered in Ref. 8 also closely related systems. More recently Losev, Moore, Nekrasov and Shatashvili considered in Ref. 9 such generalized bc-systems on manifolds of higher dimensions but with di erent goals (and methods). Since the mathematical setting is closely related to the one of Wess-Zumino-Witten models, one may hope that the higher rank bc-system might be useful in providing some rigorous kind of free-eld-representation for WZW-models 10?13 .
Since we will keep the analogy between the rank one system and the system of higher rank as close as possible, we brie y review in Section II some of the relevant facts of the bc-system and its geometry before we de ne the higher rank system in Section III. Here we make some basic observations which will be useful for Section IV, where we study the propagator, the simplest correlation function. In Section V we will see some of the related geometry before we consider some basic facts of the \nonoptimal" case -where zero modes exist -in Section VI. We will use a theorem of Grothendieck in Section VII to see that the natural system of higher rank does not exist in genus zero. In the last section a theorem of Atiyah shows that there is no such system in genus one either.
In the following we denote by g a Riemann surface of genus g 2 and by K its canonical bundle, that is the holomorphic cotangent bundle. By Pic d ( g ) we denote the subset of the Picard group Pic( g ) consisting of (isomorphism classes of) holomorphic line bundles of degree d 2 Z; we will identify it with the set of (linear equivalence classes of) divisors of degree d. Note that Pic( g ) is a group under the tensor product, where the inverse of a line bundle L is given by its dual L _ , which we also denote by L ?1 . We use the same symbol to denote a holomorphic vector bundle and its associated (locally free) sheaf of germs of sections.
II The bc-system and its geometry brie y revisited
The bc-System. Recall that the usual bc-system is de ned by the action S = i Z g b @c; (2.1) where the elds b and c have conformal spin 1 ? and with 2 1 2 Z, that is they are sections of K 1? and K . To make this well-de ned we have to explain the meaning of K 1 2 . On a Riemann surface of genus g there exist 2 2g line bundles 2Pic g?1 ( g ) with 2 = K; they are called theta-characteristics and correspond bijectively to spin structures 14;15 . K 1 2 then denotes one chosen theta-characteristic. The case = ?1 is particularly important, since this yields precisely (the chiral part of) the FaddeevPopov ghost system occuring in bosonic string theory 1 . We will be interested in a generalization of the case = 1 2 ; note that in this case both elds are sections of a chosen theta-characteristic . In the easiest possible case there are no zero modes in the system. Since the space of zero modes is given by the space of holomorphic sections of , that is H 0 ( g ; ), we have to require to be an even theta-characteristic; the case of odd characteristic is more di cult, cf. Ref. 15 .
Following Raina 3 we can consider more generally twisted fermions, that is we assume that c is a section of an element 2Pic g?1 ( g ); to obtain a good integrand in the action (2.1) the eld b has to be a section of K ?1 2Pic g?1 ( g ). The bc-system again. After this small detour we can describe the basic building block of the bc-system as follows: For 2 Pic g?1 ( g ) the NZM-condition for the eld c translates into the condition 2 Pic g?1 ( g ) n . The NZM-condition for the eld b is then satis ed automatically.
In the higher rank case we will follow the same strategy as in the rank one case:
First we de ne the action for arbitrary Hermitian bundles E, then we impose the NZMcondition for the c-eld and demand that the degree is chosen in such a way that the NZM-condition for the b-eld is satis ed automatically. A closer examination of the sytem will lead to further restrictions. As it turns out, the nonabelian theta divisor will be involved. Thus, \S is a sum of r rank one bc-systems", or, more precisely, the Lagrangian density of the bc r -system is locally the sum of r bc-systems, i.e.
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One may naively expect that the nice properties of the rank one systems can be found in the higher rank system, but this is in general not true.
The equations of motion. We will derive the classical equations of motion in two ways: rst in a global fashion (using the Hodge inner product) and then in a local fashion. In both cases we will omit the irrelevant factor i . The zero modes. The zero modes of the bc r -system are evidently given as c zero modes ! H 0 ( g ; E); b zero modes ! H 0 ( g ; K E _ ): Using Serre duality, we see that the number of b zero modes is also given by h 1 ( g ; E), so that the di erence between the number of c and b zero modes is given by the index of @ E (that is by Riemann-Roch), i.e. #fc zero modesg ? #fb zero modesg = d + (1 ? g)r: Note that the di erence vanishes provided that the rank and degree of E are chosen so that d = r(g ? 1) . This is the rst step of the program mentioned above. Lemma III.3 Let E be of rank r and degree r(g ? 1) . Furthermore, suppose that the NZM-condition for the c-eld is satis ed, that is h 0 ( g ; E) = 0. Then the NZMcondition for the b-eld is satis ed automatically, i.e. h 0 ( g ; K E _ ) = 0.
Since we want to satisfy the NZM-condition, we introduce the following notion.
De nition III. 4 We will say that a bundle E (of rank r) with d = r(g ? 1) and h 0 ( g ; E) = 0 is of type~.
IV The propagator
In this section we want to consider the propagator in several ways. First we will consider two physical approaches (one local, the other global) and then a geometrical one, mimicking closely the rank one case. To obtain \good" properties for the propagator, we will have to restrict further the considered class of bundles.
The \global" physical approach. Recall that the propagator is generally given as \the inverse of the operator appearing in the quadratic part of the Lagrangian". In the rank one case the normalised propagator is given as the Szeg o-kernel corresponding to the spin structure (see e.g. Refs. note that our Szeg o-kernel S E is the negative of Fay's! Since we have assumed E to be of type~, we can neglect the restriction and obtain ( i @ E ) ?1 = ?iS E . Combining this with (4.1) yields the assertion.
The nonabelian Szeg o-kernel is a section of (K E _ ) E on g g . On page 26
of Ref. 19 we nd the expansion hb(z)c(w)i = S E (z; w) = 1 z ? w Id + a 0 (z; E) + a 1 (z; E)(z ? w) + ; (4.3) where the a i are di erentiable functions in z encoding the geometry of the Hermitian bundle E. We obtain immediately an important corollary.
Corollary IV.2 Let E be of type~. Then the propagator is bimeromorphic in z and w. , where we have indicated the zeta-function regularization a la Ray-Singer with a subscript. Since we have explicitly excluded the zero-modes, we can de ne in this way the absolute value of the partition function considered in the remark after De nition III.1 . Note that the metric h enters crucially.
The \local" physical approach. Recall that by (3.5) the Lagrangian density L is given locally as the sum of r Lagrangian densities of rank one systems, i.e. L = i P r i=1 b i @ z c i . Since this describes r noninteracting systems, their propagators are \or-thogonal" in the sense that hb k (z)c l (w)i = 0 for k 6 = l. Putting them together in a matrix hb(z)c(w)i := (hb i (z)c j (w)i) i;j=1;:::;r , we nd that the propagator hb(z)c(w)i should be in diagonal form, i.e. hb(z)c(w)i = diag(hb 1 (z)c 1 (w)i; : : :; hb r (z)c r (w)i). The local approach \overlooks" the ner metric invariants of the Hermitian bundle appearing not on the diagonal; for z w the leading term in the expansion (4.3) is diagonal, so the approximation will become better the closer z and w are.
The geometrical approach. Here we will adopt the approach of Raina 3?6 for the rank one case. Let two copies of g be given and let p i : g g ! g be the canonical projections onto the i-th factor. The propagator is a meromorphic section of the bundle
with a rst order pole on the diagonal g g (see e.g. Ref. 8). We rst prove an easy lemma needed later on. Lemma IV.3 Let E be of type~. Then the bundle (K E _ ) E has no holomorphic sections, i.e. h 0 ( g g ; (K E _ ) E) = 0. Proof: By the K unneth-formula (cf. Ref 20, p .82) we obtain that H 0 ( g g ; (K E _ ) E) is isomorphic to H 0 ( g ; K E _ ) H 0 ( g ; E), which vanishes because E is of type~.
We are not interested in the holomorphic sections of (K E _ ) E, but in the meromorphic sections with a rst order pole on the diagonal ' g . Let O( ) be the line bundle corresponding to the divisor Lemma IV.5 Let E be a simple bundle of type~. Then the restriction of M E (de ned over g g ) to the diagonal is isomorphic to the trival bundle on . The associated sheaf is isomorphic to the structure sheaf Oj of .
The second factor of the tensor product is isomorphic to K E _ E = K End(E). Since K = O(? )j by Theorem IV.4, we nd M E j ' Oj End(E). Now we use that E is simple, that is End(E) ' C ; it follows that M E j ' Oj , where we have identi ed scalars 2 C with Id as r r matrix.
A remarkable class of simple bundles is given by the class of stable bundles.
De nition IV.6 (Mumford) we will restrict ourselves from now on to stable bundles, since it is well-known that they behave in a better way (e.g. when one considers families). Now we are in the position to show existence and uniqueness of the propagator of the bc r -system (up to normalization). Theorem IV.7 Let E be a stable bundle of type~. Then the propagator of the corresponding bc r -system exists and is uniquely determined, i.e. h 0 ( g g ; M E ) = 1.
Proof: We just have to collect the various results stated above; by Theorem IV.4 we rst have H 0 ( g g ; M E ) ' H 0 ( ; M E j ), so that we may now use Lemma IV.5 to conclude H 0 ( g g ; M E ) ' H 0 ( ; O ) ' C , which establishes the assertion.
This cohomological result was part of the contents of Raina's remark alluded to in the introduction. It shows that the propagator exists and is uniquely determined by the pole structure; it is given \explicitly" by the nonabelian Szeg o-kernel, cf. Lemma IV.1. Remark: Here we want to indicate some of the di culties one encounters when one tries to transfer the above procedure to the case where the underlying manifold has (complex) dimension greater than one; this is the system considered in Ref. 9 . Since the di culties increase with the dimension, we restrict to compact complex manifolds X with dim C X = 2, i.e. complex surfaces. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle; the c-eld is an element of E 0;1 (X; E), hence @ E c 2 E 0;2 (X; E). Sob has to be an element of E 0;2 (X; E) too, implying that the physical eld b := E (b) lies in E 2;0 (X; E _ ). The zero modes of the c-eld are given by H 0;1 (X; E) ' H 1 (X; E), whereas those of the b-eld are given by H 2;0 (X; E _ ) ' H 0 (X; K X E _ ) ' H 2 (X; E), where we have used the Dolbeaut isomorphism and Serre duality. But now the di erence between the number of c and b zero modes is not given by (X; E) := P 2 i=0 (?1) i h i (X; E). And even if the di erence is given by (X; E) (e.g. if h 0 (X; E) = 0), application of Riemann-Roch-Hirzebruch (X; E) = hCh(E) Td(X); X]i gives upon expansion several terms which are di cult to control. Let us therefore suppose that E is chosen in such a way that there are neither b nor c zero modes. Let p i : X X ! X be the canonical projections; the propagator hb(z)c(w)i should then be a meromorphic section of p 1 (K X E _ ) p 2 (T (0;1) X E) over X X, having a pole of third order on the diagonal X X (cf. Ref.
9). But
here the diagonal has codimension two, hence is not a divisor! This means roughly that the local singularity structure does not provide enough information, so one cannot proceed as in the case of dimension one.
Higher correlation functions and a conjecture. A general correlation function should be the vacuum expectation value of a certain number of b and c-elds. Let Q i ; i = 1; : : :m, and P j ; j = 1; : : :; n, be some points on g ; in the notation of Raina 3;4 a correlation function is written as C E (m; n) := hb(Q 1 ) b(Q m )c(P 1 ) c(P n )i and should be a section of the bundle K E _ in each Q-argument and a section of E in each P-argument. Thus, C E (m; n) is a section of the bundle F E (m; n) :
on m+n g := g g (m+n times). The fundamental operator product expansions 2 give the following \axiom":
Axiom: The correlation function C E (m; n) is a meromorphic section of the holomorphic vector bundle F E (m; n) on m+n g having: 1) a simple zero for Q i = Q j or P i = P j ; 2) a simple pole for Q i = P j and 3) no other singularities than those required by 2).
The rst two axioms de ne divisors on m+n g , denoted by D z (m; n) (the divisor of zeros) and D p (m; n) ( that is an element of H 0 ( m+n g ; M E (m; n)). Thus, the bundle M E of (4.4) equals M E (1; 1). As in the case of the propagator, one has to check existence and uniqueness. Theorem IV.8 Let E be a stable bundle of type~; then h 0 ( m+n g ; M E (m; n)) = nm .
Remark: The proof carries over nearly verbatim from the rank one case given in Ref. 4 ; the only di erence is that during the proof we have to make several identi cations as in the proof of Lemma IV.5. This cohomological statement was the contents of Raina's Remark 5.7 in Ref. 4. This shows that the higher correlation functions exist and are uniquely de ned. Recall that in the rank one case there exist two ways of expressing a general correlation function C (n; n): either 1) by using the geometry of the theta divisor and the associated theta functions, or 2) by recalling that the bc-system is a free system, that is Wick's theorem holds. This means that C (n; n) = det(C (1; 1) ij ), where C (1; 1) ij is the propagator hb(Q i )c(P j )i. Comparing the two expressions (using the uniqueness of the correlation function they have to be equal) gives a proof 3 of Fay's trisecant identity. As Raina shows in Ref. 5 , the case of spin 6 = 1 2 (the \nonoptimal" case) can be reduced to the spin 1 2 case (see also Section VI), and hence gives no new identities. Now recall that in the higher rank case the correlation functions C E (n; n) exist and are uniquely de ned by Theorem IV.8 for E 2 U g (r; r(g ? 1)) n r (see next section). The propagator is given by the nonabelian Szeg o-kernel, cf. Lemma IV.1. Since the bc rsystem is a free system, we should apply Wick's rule to obtain the correlation function as \C E (n; n) = det(S E (i; j))", where now the propagators S E (i; j) are r r matrices and one has to interpret this equation in a suitable sense (which should be the easier part of the program). On the other hand, it should be possible to express the correlation function directly through the geometry of the nonabelian theta divisor analogously to the rank one case (this should be the harder part). If we believe in the \prestabilized harmony" between physics and mathematics, we are led to the following (somehow vague) conjecture.
Conjecture IV.9 Let E 2 U g (r; r(g ? 1)) n r and consider the associated bc r -system.
Comparing the results of the two ways of calculating the correlation functions C E (n; n) just described should lead to a \nonabelian" Fay identity.
V Some geometrical remarks
As we saw in Section II, the rank one bc-system is closely linked to the theta divisor and its classical geometry (e.g. theta functions). We expect that the rank r case (with r > 1) should therefore be linked to the much less understood nonabelian theta divisor and its corresponding geometry. Recall that we assumed in Theorem IV.7 that E is stable, although the same result holds for simple E. In close analogy to the sets Pic d ( g ) of (isomorphism classes of) holomorphic line bundles of degree d on g one may de ne corresponding sets of vector bundles of rank r and degree d. Since nontrivial automorphisms of the bundles lead to \bad" moduli spaces, one restricts to the stable bundles (otherwise one has to work with the corresponding stacks).
De nition V.1 The moduli space of stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d is de ned by U g (r; d) := fisomorphism classes of stable bundles of rank r and degree dg.
As shown by Mumford 22 , these sets are smooth quasi-projective varieties of (complex) dimension r 2 (g ?1)+1, which are in the coprime case (r; d) = 1 even compact; since the stability condition is empty for line bundles, every line bundle is stable and we obtain U g (1; d) = Pic d ( g ). These varieties admit natural compacti cations, due to Seshadri 23 , namely the moduli spaces U ss g (r; d) of equivalence classes of semistable bundles. The space U g (r; 0) of bundles of degree zero is isomorphic to the space of (conjugacy classes of) irreducible unitary representations of 1 ( g ) by a famous theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri 24 ; bundles of higher degree correspond also to some sort of representation.
Note that taking the determinant (=top exterior power) yields a map U ss g (r; d) ! Pic d ( g ), given explicitly by E 7 ! r E. For a given L 2 Pic d ( g ) the subvariety of bundles in U ss g (r; d) with determinant isomorphic to L is denoted by S U ss g (r; L); it is denoted by S U ss g (r) in case L is the trivial bundle.
The nonabelian theta divisor. It was realized by Drezet and Narasimhan 25 that it is possible to de ne generalized theta divisors on the spaces U ss g (r; d); further information can be found in Ref. 26 . Note that in the case d = r(g ? 1) we have (E) = 0 and it is possible to de ne the nonabelian theta divisor r U g (r; r(g ? 1) ) in complete analogy to the rank one case (2.2): r := fE 2 U g (r; r(g ? 1)) j dim H 0 ( g ; E) = dim H 1 ( g ; E) 6 = 0g:
Its closure (in Zariski-topology) gives a natural theta divisor in U ss g (r; r(g ? 1) The connection to the bc r -system. If we compare the de nition (5.1) of the nonabelian theta divisor r with De niton III.4 of the notion \type~", we see that the condition \stable bundle of type~" on E is equivalent to the condition E 6 2 r ! This is the straightforward generalization of the rank one case, see end of Section II.
For E 2 U g (r; r(g?1)) and L 2 Pic l ( g ) we nd rank(E L) = r and deg(E L) = r(g ? 1 + l); in case l = ?(g ? 1) the degree of E L vanishes. Suppose we have chosen a theta-characteristic (spin-structure) .
Lemma V.2 Let F E := E ?1 . Then F E has rank r, degree 0 and is stable, i.e. F E 2 U g (r; 0). Proof: Clearly, F E has the correct rank and degree. It is stable, since tensoring a stable bundle with a line bundle preserves stability.
Using this lemma, we may write E = F E with F E 2 U g (r; 0). The theta divisor in U g (r; 0) can therefore be written as fF 2 U g (r; 0)j dimH 0 ( g ; F ) 6 = 0g. Note that K E _ = K (F E ) _ 1) , we see that r;r(g?1) is indeed a map on U g (r; r(g?1)). Explicitly we nd 2 r;r(g?1) (E) = r;r(g?1) (K E _ ) = K (K E _ ) _ ' E, where we have used K K _ ' O and (E _ ) _ ' E. Since we are interested only in the isomorphism class, the assertion is proved.
Remark V.4 The fact that r;r(g?1) is an involution means that E and K E _ change their roles under application of r;r(g? 1) . In case d > r(g ? 1) we nd deg(K E _ ) = 2r(g ? 1) ? d < r(g ? 1) , so the degrees of E and K E _ have the same distance to the \optimal" case d = r(g ? 1) , that is jd ? r(g ? 1)j = j(2r(g ? 1) ? d) ? r(g ? 1) j. This allows us to assume deg(E) r(g ? 1) , since otherwise one replaces E K E _ (and K E _ E).
VI The case with insertions
In this section we want to indicate some of the di culties which arise when the degree is not optimal, that is d 6 = r(g ? 1) . There do occur zero modes in the system, which make the analysis more di cult.
The rank one case. Assume that the eld b is a section of 2 Pic 2 (g?1) ( g ). (6.1) that is it has to be tensored with O(W). For a generic choice of W the NZM-condition will be satis ed (since the theta divisor has codimension one) and one can then show existence/uniqueness of correlation functions for the new bundle.
The higher rank case. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of rank r and degree d 0 (otherwise consider E _ ). The eld c is a section of E; in contrast to the case above there is no intrinsic spin which we can make big enough to obtain (via Kodaira-Nakano) h 0 ( g ; E) = 0; we will have to impose it by hand. Before we begin with a closer study, recall that (E) = d ? r(g ? 1) , so that there are three cases to consider: Case 1. d = r(g ? 1) . This is the case we considered in the previous sections and where no insertions are needed.
Case 2. d < r(g ? 1) . Since (E) < 0, we have h 0 ( g ; E) < h 1 ( g ; E) and with Serre duality h 0 ( g ; E) < h 0 ( g ; K E _ ). Thus, there are always zero modes of the b-eld. Case 3. d > r(g ? 1) . From (E) > 0 we nd h 0 ( g ; E) > h 0 ( g ; K E _ ) 0, so that we can't impose the NZM-condition h 0 ( g ; E) = 0 on the c-eld. But, recalling Remark V.4, we can impose the NZM-condition h 0 ( g ; K E _ ) = 0 on the b-eld and continue analogously to Case 2! Henceforth, we assume d < r(g ? 1) and that the NZM-condition h 0 ( g ; E) = 0 for the c-eld is satis ed. Using Serre duality, we obtain the number of b-zero modes h 0 ( g ; K E _ ) = r(g ? 1) ? d =: : (6.2) Lemma VI.1 The simple Ansatz (6.1) does not work in higher rank. Proof: Let F := E O(W), where W = Q 1 + +Q is a divisor of degree . Then F is a bundle of rank r and degree deg(F) = r +d, that is deg(F) = r 2 (g ?1)+(1?r)d. To obtain deg(F) = r(g ?1) (recall this is the \good" range) we have to choose d = r(g ?1) { which contradicts our assumption d < r(g ? 1) .
We could try more generally an Ansatz F = E M with some vector bundle M. Lemma VI.2 For F to be in the good range, M has to satisfy (E) + (M) = g ? 1. Proof: That F is in the good range means deg(E M) = rank(E M) (g ?1), so that division by the rank yield (E M) = g?1. Here we will consider the bc r -system explicitly on the Riemann sphereĈ = C f1g, which we identify with P 1 . We rst recall some facts about bundles on P 1 (which can be found in Ref. 21 ), before we consider the propagator in the case, where no zero modes exist.
Vector bundles on P 1 . Let O(a r ):
2) Since all summands are positive, the sum has to be empty, i.e. all a i are negative.
Since deg(E) = P i a i and all a i < 0, we immediately obtain:
Corollary VII.7 A bundle E satisfying the NZM-condition for the eld c has negative degree.
Remark: We are interested in elds of spin 2 1 2 N. Theorem VII.1 and Lemma VII. 6 show that a rank r system can be considered as a system of r fermions of spins ? a i 2 .
But note that we have sofar only considered the NZM-condition for the eld c.
Lemma VII. Now, we want to consider the propagator hb(z)c(w)i. Let Let E be a bundle which satis es not the NZM-condition. Recall that the usual \trick" consists in choosing a line bundle O(W) such that E O(W) has \good" degree and satis es the NZM-condition. Since there is no \good" case here, this reduction is futile. But let us check this in detail. Assume that the eld c satis es the NZMcondition, that is E = L r i=1 O(a i ) with a 1 a r and all a i negative, cf. Lemma VII.6. Let := jdj?r be the di erence between the actual degree and the \good" degree. The bundle E has therefore to be of the form E = L r i=1 O(? jdj r ) for this trick to work. Thus, the degree has to be a multiple of the rank. This is the same restriction as in the general case (cf. Theorem VI.3); here it means that E is semistable (Proposition VII.4). Of course, uniqueness of the propagator then requires r = 1.
VIII The case of genus g = 1
In this section we want to consider the bc r -system on an (non-singular) elliptic curve X, that is a Riemann surface of genus g = 1. Here the canonical bundle is trivial (note that deg(K g ) = 2g ? 2).
Bundles on elliptic curves. Recall Proposition VIII.6 Every simple bundle on an elliptic curve is stable. The propagator. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of rank r and degree d on the elliptic curve X. Riemann-Roch gives h 0 (X; E) ? h 1 (X; E) = d + r(1 ? g) = d. According to the general procedure we have to set d = 0, since then h 0 (X; E) = 0 implies h 0 (X; K E _ ) = h 1 (X; E) = 0. Henceforth, we will assume that d = 0 and that h 0 (X; E) = 0. The propagator will be a meromorphic section of p 1 (K E _ ) p 2 (E) on X X with a simple pole on the diagonal X X. Let M E := O( ) p 1 (E _ ) p 2 (E) (here we have used the triviality of the canonical bundle K). As usual we have to determine under which conditions on E the propagator exists and is uniquely de ned, i.e. h 0 (X X; M E ) = 1. In the case of a Riemann surface of genus g 2 one uses simple (or even stable) bundles, but according to Proposition VIII.6 every simple bundle on X is already stable (as in the case g = 0). Thus, we should assume E to be stable.
The NZM-condition restricts the degree to zero, but there are no stable bundles of degree zero according to Corollary VIII.5! So we should consider the next best natural class of bundles, i.e. the indecomposable ones.
Theorem VIII.7 Let E 2 E(r; 0). The propagator exists and is uniquely determined, i.e. h 0 (X X; M E ) = 1; precicely i r = 1, i.e. i E is a line bundle. Proof: We have M E j = O( )j (p 1 (E _ ) p 2 (E))j . The rst factor is according to Theorem IV.4 equal to K ?1 , which is trivial. The second factor is isomorphic to End(E) restricted to , so that M E j = Oj End(E)j . Using (8.5) we get h 0 ( ; M E j ) = h 0 (X; End(E)) = r: (8.6) Since the equality h 0 (X X; M E ) = h 0 ( ; M E j ) (Theorem IV.4) holds also in the case g = 1, we can combine it with (8.6) to nd h 0 (X X; M E ) = r. 
IX Conclusion
We have seen that it is possible to de ne a generalized bc-system based on stable Hermitian vector bundles instead of line bundles. To obtain good results, the bundles have to satisfy a geometric condition, namely they should not lie in the nonabelian theta divisor. This generalizes in a straightforward way the rank one case. However, it will be di cult to obtain explicit formulas, since the geometry of nonabelian theta functions is much less understood. Most of the rank one constructions work { with appropriate modi cations { for bundles of higher rank as well, but in the case, where insertions have to be made, a new idea seems to be needed. In case the genus is zero or one there does not exist a natural higher rank system. Nevertheless, there might exist some kind of \par-abolic" bc r -system (where we have some marked points on the surface, corresponding physically to Vertexoperators and mathematically to parabolic bundles), which allows one to show factorization as in WZW-models.
